
While it can be argued that Canadian businesses, individuals and

communities are generally well served by our network of financial

institutions, there is ample evidence to suggest that specific seg-

ments of the capital market are neglected. On the one hand, barriers

to access to capital exist in certain capital markets because of

inadequate supply. On the other, lack of support, training and

expertise for entrepreneurs contributes to impede the flow of

quality business deals in certain locations and for certain groups.

Faced with these barriers to capital supply and demand, various

community-based organizations and “non-traditional” financing in-

stitutions (e.g., labour-sponsored venture capital corporations) have

come up with their own solutions on the matter of capital accessi-

bility. A generic term for these solutions is local Investment Financ-

ing Mechanisms (LIFMs). Essentially, they are strategic efforts to

create local, microlevel institutions and practices that help alter or

enhance capital supply conditions for the benefit of locally-deter-

mined investment priorities and economic change mandates.

Eighteen LIFMs are the subject of the recent report Capital,

Community, Jobs: Local Solutions for Financing Investment in a New Econ-

omy (Canadian Labour Market and Productivity Centre, 1998).

They run the gamut from equity investment funds geared toward

high tech firms, to micro-credit loan funds, to matchmaking mecha-

nisms. Despite their apparent diversity, they express a common

perspective: the diverse communities and regions of Canada each

face special challenges to capital accessibility, and these challenges

require local solutions.

5 LESSONS FROM THE CLMPC STUDY

1. LIFMs succeed because they can draw on key local financ-

ing relationships and resources - such as local financial expertise

and information, capital pools, etc. - as a means of reducing risks

and transaction costs. In some cases, such reliance upon local

resources and knowledge has made it possible to move from con-

ventional collateral security considerations to character-based as-

sessment in the evaluation of business projects.

A good case in point is the example of Calmeadow Nova Scotia

(CNS), a micro-lending, peer-support organization targeting N.S.-

based self-employed individuals. This organization does not require

any collateral from its borrowers but, instead, relies upon screening
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by peer business group members. Thanks to

this innovation, the overall default rate on

CNS’s loan portfolio has stayed at a low

1.3% throughout its existence.

2. Most LIFMs reported a strong flow

of quality business deals, refuting the

notion that there are few good projects

outside the major economic centres of

the country. Moreover, the performance in

terms of loan losses and delinquency rates

of most of these vehicles is comparable to

that of private sector institutions.

3. A majority of these organizations

would not exist without the close col-

laboration of local partners, including

government. Government often plays an

initial funding role but tends to be most

effective as a facilitator and infrastructure

support provider.

For example, the federal government

provides core funding to business develop-

ment corporations, and often enters into

fee-for-service contracts with them or other

local organizations. Either way, Ottawa ef-

fectively contributes to their operating in-

come. Such involvement represents a useful

contribution into LIFMs’ infrastructure

building and resourcing.

4. A successful strategy used by LIFMs

in remote communities and regions has

been to combine targeted financing with

a host of demand-enhancing services.

These can include business after-care, pro-

vision of technical expertise, regular follow-

up and individual counselling, provided free

or on a cost-recovery basis. Conversely, pool-

ing of local funds, co-investment and syndi-

cation have been used extensively and

successfully and they represent effective

supply side, risk-reducing approaches.

One of the featured case studies in Capital,

Communities, Jobs, the Waubetek Business De-

velopment Corporation (serving seven Abo-

riginal communities located on Manitoulin

Island and the north shore of Lake Huron),

has one of Canada’s lowest default rate of all

business development corporations.

This is particularly remarkable, given cli-

ents who operate from small, remote com-

munities. Part of Waubetek’s solution to

this situation has been travelling business

counsellors, who regularly visit clients in

remote locations. By contrast, the Commu-

nity Futures Business Development Corpo-

ration of Central Island in B.C. operates a

business development resource room on a

cost-recovery basis, complete with comput-

ers, fax, databases, and internet access.

These two different demand-enhancing ap-

proaches have been effective in helping en-

trepreneurs succeed, each in its own way.

5. The issue of financial self-sustainabil-

LE GROUPE FORCES (SHAWINIGAN, QUÉBEC)

Le Groupe Forces, located in Shawinigan, Quebec, provides loan and
equity financing in addition to a wide range of community economic de-
velopment services. It exemplifies the type of innovation and effective-
ness found in other CLMPC’s featured case studies.

Le Groupe Forces is the result of an organizational restructuring
started in 1991 and which brought together two investment funds, a
Community Futures organization, and two other groups under one
corporate roof. It thus blends a community development corporation,
three investment funds, and another organization which oversees spe-
cial community events. It became fully operational in 1995.

Le Groupe provides financing and technical assistance to innova-
tive projects with a view to creating long-term jobs, and it pro-
motes community economic development initiatives in
collaboration with other partners. To this end, it has implemented
sector-based (social and economic) committees and oversees the
activities of a broadly-based council responsible for regional strate-
gic planning. It also acts as an incubator for a small number of re-
search and development projects.

CED support is provided by a full-time facilitator. The facilitator
works with community-based interest groups on specific projects
(the launching of a Fund for Amateur Athletes, for instance) and
calls upon other experts from the organization as needed. This flex-
ible structure allows Le Groupe Forces to meet a wide range of
business and community development needs while keeping its oper-
ating expenses low.

On the investment financing front, Le Groupe Force man-
ages three loan and equity funds. The value of the corpora-
tion’s portfolio currently stands at $2.7 million, out of a
capital base of approximately $6 million. Close to 50% of
that invested money is directed at firms in manufacturing.
Loans make up 80% of the portfolio and the rest is divided
between equity financing, debentures, and loan guarantees.

For the two main funds, delinquency rates remain under
5%, which is respectable given that investments are geared
primarily toward high-risk ventures. Several of Le Groupe’s
investments represent co-investments in which the Des-
jardins movement is a regular partner.

Le Groupe Forces’ drive to amalgamate five organiza-
tions into one as a way of reducing operating expenses and
increasing visibility has been successful. The Groupe receives
public funds for covering some of its operating costs but the
organization’s investment activities have become self-sustain-
ing over the past year. External funding is now used primarily
for economic development purposes. Le Groupe’s employ-
ment impact is substantial. According to internal estimates,
807 jobs have been created and an additional 1,654 main-
tained through the organization’s investment activity.

The experience of Le Group Forces demonstrates that
through concerted efforts, community development and in-
vestment financing can be combined for maximum impact.

“the diverse communities and

regions of Canada each face

special challenges to capital

accessibility, and these

challenges require local

solutions.”
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ity has emerged as one deserving closer

scrutiny. Many of the smaller LIFMs have

not achieved self-sufficiency, or they have

done so by relying heavily upon small or

volunteer staff. This is because thse LIFMs

often target the low end of the capital mar-

ket, which is characterized by higher risk

and lower return. Such performance is not

surprising given the broad development

mandate pursued by these LIFMs. It also

explains why most LIFMs rely upon multi-

faceted local partnerships in order to thrive

and remain sustainable in the long run.

A good example is BCA Holdings, a com-

munity venture finance company operating

on Cape Breton Island since 1992. It pro-

vides debt and equity financing to small

locally-owned businesses that would have

been bypassed by traditional investors. In

spite of its small investment portfolio ($1.4

million) it has managed to successfully op-

erate on the basis of its investment income

alone, a testimony to the importance of vol-

unteer contributions and community roots.

LOCAL SOLUTIONS & LARGER PLAYERS

While most of the cases examined in Capital,

Communities, Jobs involve relatively small,

community-based organizations, larger in-

stitutional players have also displayed inno-

vation and effectiveness in answering

community needs for investment capital.

The Fonds de solidarité des travailleurs du

Québec (FSTQ), Canada’s oldest and largest

labour-sponsored venture capital corpora-

tion, has led the way in providing communi-

ties and individuals from rural and remote

areas with investment financing. Five years

ago, the FSTQ entered into agreement with

Quebec’s 96 regional municipalities to cre-

ate, in partnership with local financial insti-

tutions, a network of local capital pools.

Each SOLIDE has an asset base of $250,000

and it can make investments from $5,000-

$50,000, thereby catering to the lower end

of the capital market. Investment decision-

making is locally controlled.

In addition, the FSTQ has set up re-

gional solidarity funds in all 16 administra-

tive regions of the province, again in

partnership with financial institutions (and

the government). Each fund is endowed

with a $6 million investment fund and it can

make investments ranging from $50,000-

$500,000. (Investment projects over

$500,000 are handled directly by the

FSTQ.) The FSTQ has also recently estab-

lished specialized investment funds in or-

der to address opportunities in Quebec’s

high value-added sectors.

While it is too early to assess the impacts

of these initiatives, it appears on the surface

that these local and regional structures are

making a significant dent on perceived gaps

in the supply of investment capital.

LOCAL SOLUTIONS CAN
MAKE A DIFFERENCE

By and large, the cases examined here and

others provide a wealth of anecdotal evi-

dence that effective, sensitive local solu-

tions exist to access to capital problems.

These cases demonstrate that, in order to

make a difference, local financing models

need to meet a number of requirements.

First, they need to fit the nature and

scope of local capital problems. In other

words, local solutions are by definition ex-

pressions of local priorities, resources, and

needs.

Second, they must rely upon local exper-

tise, information and control in order to be

self-sustaining. Relying upon local re-

sources, in the cases examined here, re-

sulted in lower risk and transaction costs.

Third, local solutions, without necessar-

ily being complex, require multi-faceted

partnerships and a broad rather than a nar-

row range of activities to be effective. Mul-

tiple partners bring different resources, and

a focus on demand as well as supply condi-

tions greatly increase the chances of success

of community-based investment financing.

In the final analysis, these case studies

show that there are alternatives to waiting

for the next bank merger to happen.�
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